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ABSTRACT
Cosmological hydrodynamic simulations can accurately predict the properties of the intergalactic
medium (IGM), but only under the condition of retaining high spatial resolution necessary to resolve
density fluctuations in the IGM. This resolution constraint prohibits simulating large volumes, such
as those probed by BOSS and future surveys, like DESI and 4MOST. To overcome this limitation,
we present Iteratively Matched Statistics (IMS), a novel method to accurately model the Lyα forest
with collisionless N-body simulations, where the relevant density fluctuations are unresolved. We use
a small-box, high-resolution hydrodynamic simulation to obtain the probability distribution function
(PDF) and the power spectrum of the real-space Lyα forest flux. These two statistics are iteratively
mapped onto a pseudo-flux field of an N-body simulation, which we construct from the matter density.
We demonstrate that our method can perfectly reproduce line-of-sight observables, such as the PDF
and power spectrum, and accurately reproduce the 3D flux power spectrum (5-20%). We quantify
the performance of the commonly used Gaussian smoothing technique and show that it has signifi-
cantly lower accuracy (20-80%), especially for N-body simulations with achievable mean inter-particle
separations in large volume simulations. In addition, we show that IMS produces reasonable and
smooth spectra, making it a powerful tool for modeling the IGM in large cosmological volumes and
for producing realistic “mock” skies for Lyα forest surveys.
Subject headings: intergalactic medium — methods: numerical
1. INTRODUCTION
The neutral hydrogen in the IGM imprints a character-
istic pattern in the absorption spectra of quasars, known
as the “Lyman-α Forest”. It represents an extraordinary
cosmological probe, being able to trace density fluctua-
tions in the redshift range 0 ≤ z . 6 (for a recent review,
see Meiksin 2009). The large number of quasars discov-
ered to date enables statistical analyses of the absorp-
tion spectra by considering the transmitted flux along
many different lines of sight, called “skewers”. The mea-
sured statistical properties can be compared to theoreti-
cal models of the IGM, constraining cosmological param-
eters as well as the thermal history of the IGM. In this
work, we focus on three observationally most relevant
statistics of the transmitted flux: the probability density
function (PDF; Rauch et al. 1997) the line-of-sight power
spectrum (1DPS; Croft et al. 1999), and the 3D power
spectrum (3DPS; Slosar et al. 2011). An additional mo-
tivation for studying the IGM is that it contains 90% of
the baryons in the Universe, acting as a gas reservoir for
forming galaxies within the context of ΛCDM cosmol-
ogy (see, e.g. Rauch 1998). Furthermore, the 3DPS can
be used for an independent measurement of the Baryon
Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) characteristic scale; future
increase in the number of observed quasars at redshifts
z > 2 promises tight constrains on the expansion history
of the universe at high redshifts and other cosmological
parameters (Font-Ribera et al. 2014).
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However, performing all the above mentioned studies
requires not only precise observations, but also accurate
theoretical modeling which is far from being straightfor-
ward. The Lyα forest is the observational signature of
neutral Hydrogen, and is set by the interplay of gravi-
tational collapse, expansion of the universe, and reion-
ization processes due to the buildup of a background of
UV photons emitted by active galactic nuclei (AGN) and
star forming galaxies (Cen et al. 1994; Hernquist et al.
1996; Zhang et al. 1997; McDonald et al. 2000; Meiksin &
White 2001; Croft et al. 2002). There is no analytic solu-
tion for the small-scale evolution of the (baryon) density
fluctuations over time. In order to precisely describe the
behavior of the IGM, it is therefore necessary to treat
the problem numerically. In this respect, hydrodynamic
cosmological simulations have led to a consistent descrip-
tion of the IGM in the framework of structure formation
(Cen et al. 1994). However, they are computationally ex-
pensive, making it challenging to reach high resolutions.
Furthermore, available memory limits how large volume
can be run in high-resolution simulations. For example,
it would be necessary to run a simulation of ∼ 1 cGpc on
a side to probe the scales of BAO and study their signa-
ture in the Lyα forest (Norman et al. 2009; White et al.
2010; Slosar et al. 2009). The absorption lines are set
by physical processes occurring around the Jeans scale,
whose order of magnitude is expected to be 100 ckpc
(Gnedin & Hui 1996, 1998; Rorai et al. 2013; Kulkarni
et al. 2015). Recent work indicates that a resolution of
20 ckpc is required to achieve ∼1% precision in the de-
scription of the statistics of the Lyα forest (Lukic´ et al.
2015). This implies that IGM BAO simulations would
require at least 500003 resolution elements to span such
a wide dynamic range, far beyond current (and near fu-
ture) computational resources.
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Collisionless simulations neglect baryonic pressure,
therefore they are not as accurate as hydrodynamic sim-
ulations on small scales. However, on large scales bary-
onic forces are negligible, thus collisionless simulations
are as good as hydrodynamic ones in this regime. For
this reason, N-body collisionless simulations are often
used in cosmology to study the formation and evolution
of structure in large volumes, but with poor mean inter-
particle spacing (often several hundreds ckpc). Clearly,
it is desirable to find strategies that combine the volume
of collisionless but retain the accuracy of high-resolution
hydrodynamic simulations. This objective has been rec-
ognized in the past, resulting in the development of vari-
ous approximate methods to predict the Lyα forest from
N-body simulations.
The simplest approach is assuming that baryons per-
fectly trace dark matter (DM; e.g. Petitjean et al. 1995;
Croft et al. 1998). In this over-simplified picture, the
baryon density field is the scaled version of the matter
density field. However, DM particles are collisionless,
so the pressure of baryons which competes with gravita-
tional collapse is simply neglected. The effect of pressure
was instead included by e.g. Gnedin & Hui (1998) as a
modification of the gravitational potential. A different
widely used strategy is mimicking baryon pressure by
smoothing the matter density field with a Gaussian ker-
nel (Gnedin & Hui 1996; Meiksin & White 2001; Viel
et al. 2002, 2006; Rorai et al. 2013). The flux field pro-
duced by the smoothed density field can then be com-
puted imposing a polytropic temperature-density rela-
tion to the IGM (Hui & Gnedin 1997). This method
reproduces the statistics of the flux field reasonably well.
For example, Meiksin & White (2001) claim 10% agree-
ment between Gaussian-smoothed collisionless simula-
tions and hydrodynamic simulations in the cumulative
distribution of the flux.
A more refined way to reconstruct the baryon density
is applying ad hoc transformations to the matter density
field, calibrated with a reference hydrodynamic simula-
tion (Viel et al. 2002). Recently, Peirani et al. (2014)
exploited a hydrodynamic simulation to calibrate a map-
ping from the density field of an N-body simulation to
the Lyα forest flux, tuned to reproduce the PDF of the
flux. Then, artificial flux skewers are created in order to
reproduce the two-point function of the flux given by the
calibrating simulation. This is done first by computing
the conditional PDF of the flux, given the DM density,
from the reference simulation. Subsequently, each pixel
is assigned a value of such “conditional flux”. This pro-
cedure seems to yield reasonable correlation functions,
but noisy skewers as well. This problem is remedied by
drawing flux values from the Gaussianized percentile dis-
tribution of the conditional flux, and then forcing it to
match the PDF of the conditional flux. Visually exam-
ining the plots of the resulting flux power spectrum, it
appears close to the one provided by the reference hydro-
dynamic simulation, but the accuracy is not quantified
by the authors.
The lack of quantitative assessments in the literature
makes it harder to compare the results obtained via dif-
ferent methods. Conducting a more quantitative study
is important for establishing which problems can be ad-
dressed by what methods. Another important point re-
gards the value of the filtering scale generally adopted
in the Gaussian smoothing of matter. The value of the
filtering scale has not yet been measured from observa-
tional data (Rorai et al. 2013). So, in previous numerical
studies it has been set to “reasonable” values, in any
case not smaller than the mean interparticle spacing of
the simulations involved (otherwise the smoothing would
have negligible effect). For example, White et al. (2010)
use 139 ckpc as smoothing scale in a simulation with a
box size of 1.02 cGpc and 40003 particles. Other au-
thors have chosen larger values, for example Peirani et al.
(2014) compare their method with Gaussian-smoothed
DM simulations with a filtering scale of 300h−1ckpc and
1h−1cMpc.
In this work, we use the Gaussian smoothing technique
as a starting point upon which we add more refined trans-
formations of the matter density field. Following this line
of reasoning, we develop two methods, named 1D-IMS
and 3D-IMS, where IMS stands for “Iteratively Matched
Statistics”, the technique on which they are grounded.
The purpose of our methods is to accurately obtain the
flux statistics from collisionless simulations. This is done
through hydro-calibrated mappings, which are conceptu-
ally simpler than those adopted by Peirani et al. (2014).
We quantify how accurately our methods reproduce the
PDF, 1DPS and 3DPS of the flux given by a reference
hydrodynamic simulation.
The high accuracy of our methods and a weak depen-
dence on the initial smoothing scale, represents a clear
advantage over the Gaussian smoothing technique. Our
methods thus enable using large-box collisionless simula-
tions which do not resolve the Jeans scale. One impor-
tant application we have in mind is modeling the BAO
signature in the Lyα forest. However, there are more
topics which can benefit from it: studies of UV back-
ground fluctuations, cross-correlations between galaxies
and Lyα forest and others.
The paper is organized as follows. In § 2 we describe
our simulations and the calculation of Lyα flux. In § 3 we
discuss the impact of the most important assumptions
underlying approximate techniques to predict the Lyα
forest in collisionless simulations. The Gaussian smooth-
ing method is explored into great detail and we present a
first quantitative analysis of its accuracy in reproducing
the 3DPS of flux, as a function of the smoothing length.
In § 4 we describe 3D-IMS and 1D-IMS, assessing their
accuracy. We compare the performances of the various
methods in § 5. In § 6, we apply 3D-IMS to a future
relevant context: we compute the flux statistics through
an N-body simulation, calibrating the transformations
involved in our technique with a smaller hydrodynamic
simulation. We show that the method retains accuracy,
while at the same time we demonstrate that the Gaussian
smoothing technique does not yield accurate predictions
when applied to simulations involving large boxes. Fi-
nally, in § 8 we compare the techniques considered by
us with previous work and present our conclusions, dis-
cussing possible future applications of our work as well.
2. SIMULATIONS
The hydrodynamic simulations we use in this paper are
carried out with Nyx code (Almgren et al. 2013; Lukic´
et al. 2015), while N-body runs are performed with Gad-
get code (Springel 2005). Both codes employ leapfrog —
second order accurate method for integrating the equa-
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tions of motion of particles. Both codes also adopt the
particle-mesh (PM) method with cloud-in-cell (CIC) in-
terpolation for calculating gravitational forces. On top
of the PM calculation, Gadget adds gravitational short-
range force using Barnes-Hut (Barnes & Hut 1986) hi-
erarchical tree algorithm, therefore going to the higher
resolution than our Nyx runs done on a uniform Carte-
sian grid. Nyx, in addition to gravity, solves equations
of gas dynamics using second-order accurate piecewise
parabolic method. To better reproduce the 3D fluid flow,
a dimensionally unsplit scheme with full corner coupling
is adopted (Colella 1990). Heating and cooling are in-
tegrated using VODE (Brown et al. 1989) and are cou-
pled to hydrodynamics through Strang splitting (Strang
1968). All cells are assumed to be optically thin and ra-
diative feedback is considered only through the UV back-
ground model, given by Haardt & Madau (2012). For
cooling rates and further details on the physics in Nyx
simulations, we refer the reader to Lukic´ et al. (2015)
paper. The cosmological model assumed is the ΛCDM
model with parameters consistent with the 7-year data
release of WMAP (Komatsu et al. 2011): Ωm = 0.275,
ΩΛ = 1−Ωm = 0.725, Ωb = 0.046, h = 0.702, σ8 = 0.816,
ns = 0.96. The simulations are initialized at z = 159
with a grid distribution of particles and Zel’dovich ap-
proximation (Zel’dovich 1970).
To recover the absorption spectra from our simulations,
we choose the lines of sight, which we refer to as “skew-
ers”, drawn parallel to one of the sides of the simulation
box. The optical depth is computed according to equa-
tion (1). After extracting skewers, we rescale the optical
depth so that the mean flux is 〈F 〉 = 0.68 at z = 3,
a value consistent with current observations (Faucher-
Gigue`re et al. 2008; Becker & Bolton 2013). Unless oth-
erwise indicated, the results presented in this work refer
to redshift z = 3, but in order to confirm our conclusions
are not dependent on redshift, we have also analyzed red-
shifts z = 2 and z = 4.
In this work we use two hydrodynamic and two N-body
simulations. The two Nyx hydrodynamic simulations
have identical physics and the same spatial resolution,
differing only in the choice of the box size: the smaller
one has a box of 14.2 cMpc on a side, while the larger
one 114 cMpc. The two simulations have 5123 and 40963
resolution elements respectively, and they were a part of
the convergence study done in Lukic´ et al. (2015). We
will first use only one Nyx simulation to test how well
we can reproduce the forest statistics given only DM
particles and no gas information. For convenience, we
use the smaller Nyx simulation, which is ∼1% converged
resolution-wise, but the box size is too small for accurate
reproduction of flux statistics. However, the main point
of our work is to test how well we can match the given
flux statistics, and it is irrelevant how accurately that
statistics is describing a particular cosmological model.
In other words, it is important to have resolution good
enough to correctly capture small-scale physics, but it
does not matter that the large-scale power is missing in
the simulation.
We also want to test how accurately the forest statis-
tics can be reproduced in large-volume simulations, i.e.
with box sizes of 1 cGpc and larger. Of course, we do
not have the “true” answer for such large boxes as it
would be obtained with hydrodynamic simulations. In-
stead, we will use the results of the large-box Nyx run,
which is demonstrated to be converged both in resolution
and box size (Lukic´ et al. 2015), as the “truth”, and we
will reconstruct its flux statistics using an N-body Gad-
get run in same box together through the small-box Nyx
run. We ran two Gadget N-body simulations with the
same box size as the larger Nyx simulation, 114 cMpc,
but with only 5123 and 2563 particles. The number of
particles in Gadget runs is chosen to be representative
of the mean inter-particle spacing in the state-of-the-
art N-body simulations of “Hubble” volumes (e.g Habib
et al. 2012, 2013; Skillman et al. 2014). As an exam-
ple, we show in the left panel of Figure 1 all particles in
a 0.7 cMpc thick slice from the 2563 Gadget run. This
run in 114 cMpc box yields approximately the same mass
resolution as one trillion particles in a 4 cGpc simulation
would. The right panel displays only 1% of the particles
in the same region, from the 40963 Nyx hydrodynamic
run. The comparison of the two panels makes it imme-
diately apparent the high resolution which is needed for
modeling the Lyα forest statistics at ∼ 1% accuracy.
Gadget simulations share the same phases in the initial
conditions as the large Nyx run (as clearly visible in Fig-
ure 1), enabling comparison of individual skewers. We
emphasize that although somewhat artificial, this test is
actually more difficult than the real-world situation, and
thus we expect that we can only overestimate the error of
our method. The reason is that in reality we would use
a fully converged ∼ 100 cMpc hydrodynamic simulation
to model flux statistics in ∼ 1 cGpc N-body simulations,
making box size errors negligible, whereas here we cannot
avoid them.
2.1. Lyα Skewers
The Lyα forest arises from the scattering of photons
along their path from a background quasar to the ob-
server. The fraction of the transmitted flux is F =
exp(−τ), where τ is the opacity of the intervening IGM.
The opacity in redshift space at a given velocity coordi-
nate u along the line of sight is given by
τ(u) =
∫
du′
λLyασ nHI(u
′)
H(z)b(u′)
exp
[
− (u− u0(u
′))2
b(u′)2
]
(1)
where u′ is the component of the Hubble flow velocity
field u′ along the line-of-sight, over which the integral is
calculated. In the above expression, nHI(u
′) is the num-
ber density of neutral hydrogen and σ and λLyα are the
cross section4 and wavelength of the Lyα transition in
the rest frame, respectively. The line-of-sight velocity of
gas particles is then given by u0(u
′) = u′+upec(u′), the
second term being the peculiar velocity of the gas. In
equation (1) thermal broadening is described by b(u′) =√
2kBT (u
′)/mp, where T (u′) is the temperature of the
gas and mp the proton mass. The convolution with ther-
mal broadening and peculiar velocities actually yields a
4 Actually, when one considers thermal motions of the gas par-
ticles, the cross section σLyα of the Lyα transition is given by the
product of σ and a Voigt profile. Integrating σLyα over all possible
frequencies of the intervening photon, one obtains σ. Therefore,
strictly speaking, σ is the frequency-integrated cross section and,
as such, has the dimensions of area/time. For an extensive deriva-
tion of equation (1), see e.g. Meiksin (2009).
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Figure 1. Difference in mass resolution between a state-of-the-art “Hubble-volume” simulation and a hydrodynamic simulation targeting
the Lyα forest. On the left (blue points) we show all particles in 0.5 h−1Mpc thick slice from the 2563 Gadget N-body run. That corresponds
to a trillion particles in a 4 cGpc box simulation. Right panel (black points) shows only 1% of particles in the same region from the 40963
Nyx hydrodynamic run, visually demonstrating the level of detail needed to capture flux statistics at percent-level accuracy.
Voigt profile in equation (1) instead of a Gaussian. How-
ever, the latter is a good approximation for τ < 100
(Lukic´ et al. 2015), regime relevant for the Lyα forest
studies. Computation of τ requires a determination of
the neutral hydrogen density, which in turn depends on
baryon density and temperature, as well as the hydrogen
ionization and recombination rates. The challenge for
approximate methods is to recover relevant Lyα forest
statistics, without the knowledge of baryon thermody-
namical quantities.
3. LIMITATIONS OF APPROXIMATE METHODS
The very first task of approximate methods is to ob-
tain an estimate for the baryon density field. This is
commonly done via manipulation of the density field in
an N-body run (Meiksin & White 2001; Viel et al. 2002;
Peirani et al. 2014), to account for the baryonic pressure
smoothing. The functional form for the smoothing is
usually a Gaussian and that is indeed the starting point
for all methods considered in this paper. Secondly, ap-
proximate methods need other assumptions, concerning
the estimate of the temperature of the IGM and its veloc-
ity field. In this section, we review these approximations
and assess their impact on the accuracy of the Lyα flux,
as a function of the smoothing length. In order to bet-
ter understand inherent limitations of the approximate
methods, we will also consider separately the accuracy
of baryon density reconstruction of other thermodynamic
quantities.
3.1. Gaussian Smoothing
A pseudo baryon density field can be generated from a
collisionless simulation by smoothing the matter density
fluctuations δ at a characteristic smoothing length λG
given as
δλG(k) = δ(k) exp(−λ2Gk2) . (2)
This length is expected to be of the order of the Jeans
filtering scale, which is in comoving units (Binney &
Tremaine 2008):
λ2J(t) =
c2s(t)a(t)
4piGρ0
, (3)
where cs is the speed of sound at time t, a(t) the scale
factor and ρ0 the mean matter density and G is Newton’s
gravitation constant. The same line of reasoning can be
applied to the line-of-sight velocities of particles as well.
Once both matter density and velocities are smoothed,
flux skewers can be computed with some approximation
for the IGM temperature (discussed in § 3.2), replacing
baryon density and velocity fields with the corresponding
smoothed matter quantities. For the sake of clarity, we
summarize the inputs required to apply the Gaussian
smoothing technique (and our methods, which will be
discussed in § 4.1 and § 4.2) in Table 1.
There are quantitative studies in the literature aim-
ing to understand how well the Gaussian smoothing
technique reproduces various flux statistics computed
through hydrodynamic simulations (see § 7 for details),
but none of them considers the flux 3DPS. We take λG as
a free parameter and assess the accuracy with which the
Gaussian smoothing technique recovers the flux 1DPS,
PDF and 3DPS, through the following steps:
1. We have particle positions and velocities from a
simulation. We deposit them on a grid using CIC
deposition; we use the grid with as many cells as
the number of particles in the simulation.
2. We smooth this density field with a certain smooth-
ing scale λG and the velocity field at 228 ckpc (see
appendix A).
3. We compute 1DPS, 3DPS and PDF of the flux
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field obtained using Fluctuating Gunn-Peterson
Approximation (see § 3.2).
3.2. Fluctuating Gunn-Peterson Approximation
Equation (1) can be simplified expressing the neutral
hydrogen density nHI as a function of the baryon den-
sity fluctuations δb. Let us consider a gas composed by
hydrogen and helium. Let xHII, xHeII and xHeIII be the
fractions of ionized hydrogen, singly and doubly ionized
helium respectively. The total number densities of hydro-
gen nH and helium nHe are related through nHe = χnH,
where χ = X/4Y . Assuming photoionization equilib-
rium, the number density of neutral hydrogen is given
by
nHI =
α(T )
ΓHI
xHII[(1 + χ)xHII + χxHeIII]n
2
H (4)
where α(T ) ∝ T−0.7 is the Case A recombination co-
efficient per proton and ΓHI the photoionization rate
of hydrogen. Commonly used Case A and B defini-
tions differentiate media that allow the Lyman photons
to escape or that are opaque to these lines (except for
Lyman-alpha) respectively. Case A is more appropri-
ate for this reionization calculation, because most of the
photons produced through recombination lie in regions
of dense and partially neutral gas, so they are imme-
diately re-absorbed and do not really contribute to the
ionizing background (Furlanetto et al. 2006; Kuhlen &
Faucher-Gigue`re 2012; see also the discussion in Miralda-
Escude´ 2003 and Kaurov & Gnedin 2014). If helium is
only singly ionized, the factor between square brackets in
equation (4) becomes (1+χ)xHII, while for xHII = xHeIII
it is (1 + 2χ)xHII. Apart from the detailed modeling of
the ionized fractions, the important point of equation (4)
in this context is that nHI ∝ T−0.7n2H.
Simulations show that the temperature-density rela-
tionship of the IGM is a power law over a wide range of
density and temperature (Hui & Gnedin 1997), so that
T (u) = T0(1 + δb(u))
γ−1 (5)
where T0 and γ are constants. From our simulation, at
redshift z = 3, we obtained T0 = 1.09 × 104 K and γ =
1.56, following the fitting procedure described by Lukic´
et al. (2015). Assuming (5), the relationship between nHI
and δb can be expressed in terms of the parameters of
our simulation as follows:
nHI(u) = A
8.28× 10−13 s−1
ΓHI
Ωbh
2
0.0227
(
1 + z
4
)3
(
T0
1.09× 104 K
)−0.7
[1 + δb(u)]
2−0.7(γ−1) (6)
where A is a proportionality constant. For our simula-
tion, A = 3.09 × 10−12 cm−3. Neglecting the scatter in
the temperature-density relationship of the IGM, i.e. as-
suming (5) and consequently nHI ∝ (1 + δb)2−0.7(γ−1), is
usually referred to as “Fluctuating Gunn-Peterson Ap-
proximation” (FGPA; Weinberg et al. 1997; Croft et al.
1998). Since the FGPA is useful when one cannot or
does not wish to run a hydrodynamic simulation, one
also needs an approximation for δb in equation (6). For
this reason, in any practical situation δb is replaced by
the DM density fluctuations δDM, with or even without
Gaussian smoothing. For the sake of clarity, in the re-
mainder of our work we shall refer solely to the operation
described by equation (2) with “Gaussian smoothing”.
On the contrary, the Gaussian smoothing of the DM den-
sity field, combined with the FGPA to compute the Lyα
flux field, shall be denoted as “Gaussian smoothing and
FGPA” (GS+FGPA).
We now define a new field, the “flux in real space” (or
simply “real flux”) Freal as the flux that would be ob-
tained neglecting thermal broadening and peculiar veloc-
ities. This is not a physical observable, but the shape of
its power spectrum is sensitive to the Jeans scale (Kulka-
rni et al. 2015) and it will be a useful quantity in our
computations. As such, we can define the opacity in real
space
τreal(u) =
λLyασ
H(z)
nHI(u) (7)
Within the FGPA, τreal ∝ nHI ∝ (1+δb)2−0.7(γ−1). Con-
volving (7) with the gas velocities and thermal broaden-
ing, one obtains (1).
3.3. Accuracy of FGPA
We now assess the accuracy of the FGPA using the
baryon density field from the hydrodynamic simulation
as a reference. The motivation is that approximate meth-
ods are based on smoothing both DM density and some-
times also velocity field at a certain scale set by a Gaus-
sian kernel. This is meant to mock up the smoothing
of baryons due to their finite pressure (Gnedin & Hui
1998; Kulkarni et al. 2015). But we are interested in “in-
herent” accuracy of FGPA, thus we will use the actual
baryon density field from the simulation, and focus on
the effects of the velocity smoothing and the assumption
that the temperature-density relationship is a power law.
In our hydro simulation, we also have the velocities of
DM particles. Thus we construct the velocity field by
CIC-binning them on a grid with as many cells as the
number of particles and then smooth it with a Gaussian
kernel. In principle, the smoothing length of velocity
could be different from the one of the DM density field.
We keep it fixed to 228 ckpc throughout the paper, since
we verified that this value gives the best overall accuracy
in reproducing the statistics considered (see appendix A
for further details). However, we have also checked that
modifying the smoothing length for the velocity field does
not significantly change our conclusions.
In Figure 2 we show different physical quantities along
one skewer as an example, to display the differences be-
tween the hydrodynamic simulation (solid green lines)
and the FGPA (dashed blue lines). The top panel shows
the density fluctuations along the skewer considered.
The second panel underscores the differences between a
temperature-density relationship with no scatter and the
temperature given by the hydrodynamic simulation. We
see that the biggest differences arise around the highest
density peaks, where shocks could be present. In the
third panel we plot the line-of-sight velocity of DM par-
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Figure 2. Different quantities along a certain skewer are plotted, to illustrate possible limitations of the FGPA. First panel : Baryon
density fluctuations from the hydrodynamic simulation. Second panel : Temperature obtained from the hydrodynamic simulation (solid
green line) and by imposing a 1-to-1 temperature-density relationship (see text for details) to the baryon density given by the simulation
(dashed blue line). Third panel : Line-of-sight velocity of baryons (green line) and dark matter (black line), obtained directly from the
hydrodynamic simulation. The dashed blue line represents the line-of-sight velocity obtained smoothing the DM velocity with a smoothing
scale of 228 ckpc. Fourth panel : Flux obtained from the hydrodynamic simulation (solid green line) and the one obtained by imposing a
deterministic temperature-density relationship to the baryon density given by the simulation, and using the Gaussian-smoothed line-of-sight
velocities of dark matter instead of baryons (dashed blue line).
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Figure 3. In the top panels, the solid green lines represent the dimensionless 1DPS (left) and PDF (right) of the flux given by our reference
hydrodynamic simulation. The dashed blue lines are the 1DPS and PDF of the flux computed by imposing a 1-to-1 temperature-density
relationship on the baryon density given by the hydrodynamic simulation, and using the Gaussian-smoothed line-of-sight velocities of dark
matter instead of baryons. The dashed vertical line delimits the dynamic range considered to compute the accuracy (see text for details).
The relative errors plotted in the lower panels set the intrinsic limitations of approximate techniques predicting the Lyα forest through the
manipulation of the DM density field given by collisionless simulations.
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Figure 4. We show the dimensionless 3DPS ∆2(k, µ) of the flux given by our reference hydrodynamic simulation (solid green lines) and
of the flux computed by imposing a 1-to-1 temperature-density relationship on the baryon density given by the hydrodynamic simulation,
and using the Gaussian-smoothed line-of-sight velocities of dark matter instead of baryons (dashed blue lines). We consider 4 bins of µ,
and show ∆2(k, µ) as well as the relative difference between the spectra. The dashed vertical line marks the dynamic range considered
to compute the accuracy of the FGPA (see text for details). The relative errors plotted show the intrinsic limitations of approximate
techniques predicting the Lyα forest through the manipulation of the DM density field given by collisionless simulations.
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ticles5 (black line) and baryons (green line). Here we also
plot the smoothed DM velocity, which is the one we actu-
ally adopt (dashed blue line). In the last panel, we show
the difference between the flux computed as explained in
this section and from the hydrodynamic simulation. We
notice that the FGPA recovers the flux skewer remark-
ably well.
We show the results about the statistics of flux skew-
ers in Figures 3 and 4. In the upper panels of Figure
3 we show the flux 1DPS and PDF given by the hydro-
dynamic simulation and the FGPA applied as explained
above. In the lower panels, we show the relative differ-
ence of the statistics obtained with respect to the results
of the reference simulation. Analogous plots for the flux
3DPS can be seen in Figure 4. We recall that the 3DPS
can be expressed as a function of the norm of the k-
mode considered and of µ = nˆ · k/k, where nˆ is the unit
vector parallel to the line-of-sight. We shall denote the
dimensionless 3DPS as ∆2(k, µ) = k3PF (k, µ)/2pi
2.
The accuracy of the FGPA of course depends on the
Fourier modes considered for the power spectra and on
the specific binning adopted for the flux PDF. We now
wish to define a set of parameters describing the overall
goodness of the method. For this purpose, we first of
all delimit a range of Fourier modes and flux in which
it is sensible to compare the statistics obtained via the
simulation and the FGPA. Since small scales are often
contaminated by metal lines, we consider modes below
k = 0.1 s km−1 (Lidz et al. 2010). This upper bound is
indicated with the vertical dashed line in the left panels of
Figure 3. The overall accuracy of the FGPA is assessed
by the arithmetic mean of the modulus of the relative
error in the range of k considered:
m =
1
N
∑
k<0.1 s km−1
∣∣∣P hydroF (k)− PFGPAF (k)∣∣∣
P hydroF (k)
(8)
where N is the number of modes in such range. A small
value of m implies a good mean accuracy. Note how-
ever that it does not necessarily mean that the accuracy
is good everywhere. Indeed, a low value of m can be
achieved by a set of points where the relative error is ex-
tremely close to zero for many of them but large for just
a couple of modes. In other words, m tells us nothing
about the dispersion of the relative error around its mean
value. To estimate such dispersion, we simply compute
the root-mean-square s of the relative error in the range
considered:
s2 =
1
N
∑
k<0.1 s km−1

∣∣∣P hydroF (k)− PFGPAF (k)∣∣∣
P hydroF (k)
−m
2
(9)
The range within which we compute m and s is 0.1 <
F < 0.9. The upper bound means that we are exclud-
ing a range of flux often limited by continuum placement
uncertainties (Lee 2012), whereas the lower bound trans-
lates into ignoring flux values susceptible to inaccuracies
5 The CIC-binned velocity field of DM particles occasionally
results in pixels with no particles in them. To correct for this
effect, we assign to these grid cells the average velocity of their first
neighbors in the 3D space. Then, we proceed with the Gaussian
smoothing.
in modeling optically thick absorbers (Lee et al. 2015).
The same analysis is applied to the 3DPS as well, by do-
ing a separate calculation for each bin of µ (we consider
4 µ-bins, evenly spaced between 0 and 1).
The mean accuracy of FGPA at a smoothing length
of 228 ckpc in reproducing 1DPS and PDF of the flux
given by the hydrodynamic simulation is 2%. For the
3DPS, it is between 3% and 5%, depending on the µ-
bin considered. We stress that these levels of accuracy
are obtained employing in the computations the baryon
density provided by the hydrodynamic simulation. It
means that, regardless how well we create the pseudo
density field, this sets our limiting accuracy. To improve
it even more, one should come up with more refined ways
of reproducing the velocity field and the scatter in the
temperature-density relationship.
To sum up, one source of error is considering DM veloc-
ities instead of baryonic ones. This is minimized because
we looked for the optimal smoothing length for the ve-
locity field. The remaining uncertainty arises from the
scatter in the temperature-density relationship which is
not captured by the FGPA.
4. ITERATIVELY MATCHED STATISTICS
To better model Lyα forest in collisionless simulations,
we developed two novel methods which iteratively match
certain Lyα forest flux statistics given as input. The most
accurate inputs today come from hydrodynamic simu-
lations, and that is what we use here. We name this
technique “Iteratively Matched statistics” (IMS); the two
methods are called 3D-IMS and 1D-IMS.
4.1. 3D Iteratively Matched Statistics
The basic idea of 3D-IMS is to compute the flux from a
collisionless simulation and match its one- and two-point
statistics to a reference hydrodynamic simulation. Be-
cause redshift space distortions and thermal broadening
make the flux field anisotropic, we for simplicity conduct
this matching in real space, where the flux is an isotropic
random field. So, in general, one needs a collisionless
simulation and a model for the 3D power spectrum and
probability distribution function of the flux in real space
to apply 3D-IMS. In our case, the model for these statis-
tics is the result of our hydrodynamic simulation. The
tabulated 3D power spectrum and PDF of the flux in real
space are the inputs of the method, together with the DM
particle distribution given by the collisionless simulation
and the thermal parameters of the IGM (see Table 1).
Before going into the details of the procedure, it is worth
enumerating the main steps, to better understand the
logical flow.
1. As a starting point, the DM density is smoothed
with a Gaussian kernel with a smoothing length
λG, which is taken as a free parameter. In a situa-
tion where the DM was simulated on a coarse grid
(e.g. with a PM code), λG would be at least as large
as the inter-particle simulation. The smoothed field
is used to compute the flux in real space within the
FGPA, following equations (6) and (7). We shall
call this flux field FDMreal .
2. The input real flux dimensionless 3D power spec-
trum and PDF, taken from the hydrodynamic sim-
ulation, are used to calibrate two transformations.
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Table 1
Inputs needed for the different methods considered.
Method DM Particle Distribution (λG, T0, γ) Freal: 3D Power Spectrum and PDF F : 1D Power Spectrum and PDF
GS+FGPA X X
3D-IMS X X X
1D-IMS X X X X
Such transformations are iteratively applied to
FDMreal , forcing its dimensionless 3D power spectrum
and PDF to match the ones given as input. The
iterations are implemented until both statistics are
matched with high precision.
3. From the resulting pseudo real flux field, a pseudo
baryon density field is obtained inverting equations
(7) and (6).
4. The pseudo baryon density is Gaussian-smoothed
with a smoothing length equal to the size of a grid
cell. As we shall explain later, this step is necessary
to remove hot pixels that give rise to non physi-
cal density skewers. The smoothed baryon density
field is then used to compute flux skewers within
the FGPA.
The points just enumerated, which can be visualized as
a flow chart in Figure 5, give our method its name: Iter-
atively Matched Statistics (IMS). The prefix 3D stresses
that we are matching the dimensionless 3D power spec-
trum of the flux in real space. Matching this statistics is
straightforward, as the Freal 3D power spectrum obeys
a simple functional form (Kulkarni et al. 2015) and is
isotropic in redshift space.
On the contrary, reproducing the 3DPS of flux in red-
shift space would be more complicated, because it is an
anisotropic power spectrum. It would require performing
transformations in real space after deconvolving redshift
space distortions and thermal broadening. Matching the
3D power spectrum of the baryon density would not be
optimal either, since it does not exhibit an obvious Jeans
cutoff (Kulkarni et al. 2015), being dominated by higher
density structures in collapsed halos at small scales. Al-
though these rare dense regions dominate the baryon
power spectrum, they contribute negligibly to variations
in the Lyα forest flux because the exponentiation of the
opacity field maps them to zero. As such, we choose
to match the statistics of the real-space flux field, since
this is an isotropic field, which is directly related to the
observable, that is the flux in redshift space.
We shall now examine the details of each step of
the method. We want to remap FDMreal to a new field
F 3D−IMSreal with the same dimensionless 3D power spec-
trum as FHYDROreal . To do this, let us consider the real
flux fluctuations δFDMreal and δFHYDROreal in Fourier space. We
define F 3D−IMSreal as δF 3D−IMSreal (k) = T (k)δFDMreal (k), where
T (k) is a function tuned to match the dimensionless 3D
power spectrum of FHYDROreal . We shall call it “transfer
function” and its explicit expression is given by
T (k) =
√√√√∆2FHYDROreal (k)
∆2
FDMreal
(k)
(10)
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Figure 5. Flow chart of the methods tested. Yellow boxes are
the inputs needed. Blue boxes illustrate the steps of the FGPA ap-
plied to the Gaussian-smoothed DM density (GS+FGPA; see § 3.1
and § 3.2 for details). 3D Iteratively Matched Statistics consists
in appending two further steps at the end of GS+FGPA, before
computing the flux field. These steps are represented by the cyan
boxes. 1D Iteratively Matched Statistics requires to apply two fur-
ther steps (red boxes) on top of 3D-IMS, just before extracting flux
skewers.
where ∆2X(k) = k
3PX(k)/2pi
2 denotes the dimensionless
3D power spectrum of field X. Let us point out that
in our case it is straightforward to apply equation (10),
because both FHYDROreal and F
DM
real sample the same modes,
having been built from the same simulation. However,
one can apply it also to the more interesting case where
FHYDROreal is computed from a small-box hydrodynamic
simulation and FDMreal from a large-box N-body simulation.
This will be discussed into more detail in § 6.
At this point, we compute the pseudo real flux field
simply as F 3D−IMSreal (x) = F¯
HYDRO
real (1 + δF 3D−IMSreal
(x)),
where F¯HYDROreal is the mean value of the real flux field
obtained from the hydrodynamic simulation.
The field F 3D−IMSreal does not have the same PDF as
FHYDROreal . To match the PDF, we use the argument ex-
plained by Peirani et al. (2014). We compute the cu-
mulative distribution of both fields and we construct a
mapping between the two fluxes by assigning to each
value of F 3D−IMSreal the value of F
HYDRO
real corresponding to
the same percentile in their respective cumulative dis-
tributions. We now have a new pseudo real flux field
F 3D−IMS1, real (x), whose PDF matches by construction the
one of FHYDROreal . However, its dimensionless 3D power
spectrum is no longer the same as ∆2
FHYDROreal
(k).
To match both dimensionless 3D power spectrum and
PDF of FHYDROreal , we iterate the two transformations.
We verified that both 3D power spectrum and PDF con-
verge to their counterparts in the simulation. This is a
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non trivial result.6 Convergence occurs between 10 and
20 iterations, after which the improvement in the transfer
function at every additional iteration is less than 0.3%.
It is worth pointing out that every time we match the
3D power spectrum there is no warranty that the new
flux field has physically meaningful values, i.e. between
0 and 1. This is indeed the case, so we cannot sim-
ply compute δ3D−IMSb from the resulting flux field. This
issue is fixed naturally when we match the PDF. Since
the distributions are mapped percentile to percentile and
FHYDROreal contains obviously only physical values, pixels
with negative flux are mapped to small but positive val-
ues and pixels with flux larger than one are mapped to
values close to but less than 1. It is then fundamental to
conclude the iteration process matching the PDF.
At the end of the last iteration, we have the final
pseudo real flux field, whose PDF matches by construc-
tion the one of FHYDROreal . Since in our model there is
a 1-to-1 correspondence between δb, nHI and Freal, the
PDF of the pseudo baryon density and the hydrogen
number density have also converged to an asymptotic
distribution. However, in the hydrodynamic simulation
there is not such a correspondence, since skewers are not
computed within the FGPA. As a result, the PDF of
the final δ3D−IMSb does not perfectly match the corre-
sponding field δHYDROb from the reference hydrodynamic
simulation. Furthermore, pseudo baryon density skew-
ers present some non physical cuspy overdensities. They
arise because the transformation matching the dimen-
sionless 3D power spectrum of real flux introduces flux
fluctuations of ∼ 10−3 in the rank ordering of pixels,
which translate into large discontinuities in density in
low-flux regions because of the exponentiation of equa-
tion (7). These cusps can be eliminated with a Gaussian
smoothing. In this way, the density values in neighbor-
ing pixels are “blended” together and, as a result, very
high values are turned into physical ones. The drawback
is that, if we compute the real flux from the smoothed
field, it will not have the same PDF as FHYDROreal any-
more. A good compromise is adopting the shortest pos-
sible length scale for the smoothing, that is the size of one
cell of the grid on which we CIC-binned the DM particle
distribution. In our case, that corresponds to 28 ckpc.
We emphasize here that this last smoothing must always
be below the smallest relevant physical scale in the hy-
drodynamic simulation, which in our context is the Jeans
scale, not to considerably affect the resulting statistics.
Running the method for different values of λG, we in-
vestigate if there is a trend of the accuracy of the vari-
ous flux statistics. We remind the reader that the initial
smoothing serves only as a starting point for the method.
In any realistic situation, the value of λG is going to be
related to the inter-particle separation of the underlying
simulation. Indeed, smoothing on a scale smaller than
that would make the PDF of the baryon density inac-
curate, especially in voids (Rorai et al. 2013), which are
the most relevant regions as far as the Lyα forest signal
is concerned. The results of our analysis are discussed in
§ 5.
6 While seeking the optimal way to match the statistics of the
flux fields given by the hydro simulation, we have applied the IMS
technique involving also other fields, like nHI. Convergence has not
occurred in all cases.
4.2. 1D Iteratively Matched Statistics
The method called 1D-IMS has 3D-IMS as a start-
ing point, on top of which further transformations are
applied. Alongside the inputs required by 3D-IMS, one
needs to provide a model for the line-of-sight power spec-
trum and PDF of the flux in redhsift space as well (see
Table 1). Once again, we computed these inputs from
the hydrodynamic simulation. After running 3D-IMS,
we are left with a real flux field whose dimensionless 3D
power spectrum and PDF match the ones of the real
flux from the reference hydrodynamic simulation. We
then compute the flux in redshift space and apply again
the Iteratively Matched Statistics procedure, this time
aiming at matching the dimensionless line-of-sight power
spectrum and PDF of the flux in redshift space from the
hydrodynamic simulation. As in 3D-IMS, we apply two
ad hoc transformations. Analogously to equation (10),
we define a transfer function as follows
T (k) =
√
∆2
FHYDRO
(k)
∆2
F 3D−IMS(k)
(11)
where ∆2FHYDRO(k) and ∆
2
F 3D−IMS(k) are the dimension-
less line-of-sight power spectra of the flux in redshift
space given by the hydrodynamic simulation and ob-
tained after running 3D-IMS respectively. After multi-
plying the Fourier modes of the fluctuations of F 3D−IMS
by T (k), we have a flux field whose dimensionless power
spectrum matches ∆2FHYDRO(k) by construction.
At this point, we match its PDF to the one given by
the hydrodynamic simulation exploiting the cumulative
distributions, just like in § 4.1. We then reiterate the
two transformations until we achieve convergence in both
1DPS and PDF. Since these statistics are now matched
by construction, it would be interesting to check if the
3D correlations are preserved. We then investigate the
trend of the accuracy of the 3DPS as a function of λG.
We run 1D-IMS for different values of the initial
smoothing length λG. The results are discussed in the
next section.
5. VALIDATION OF ITERATIVELY MATCHED STATISTICS
After implementing the methods described in the pre-
vious sections, we assess the accuracy with which we can
reproduce the results of the hydrodynamic simulation.
In § 5.1 we compare the performance of the various tech-
niques in reproducing the skewers of the simulation. In
§ 5.2 and § 5.3 we investigate how accurately the statis-
tics of flux are recovered.
5.1. Skewers
In Figure 6 we show different quantities along one
skewer as an example. From top to bottom, we plot
the baryon density fluctuations, temperature, velocity
field, flux in real space and flux in redshift space. In
all panels, solid green lines refer to the skewers extracted
from the hydrodynamic simulation, solid blue lines to the
ones obtained through GS+FGPA, and solid cyan and
dashed red lines to 3D-IMS and 1D-IMS, respectively.
Each curve corresponds to the optimal smoothing length
for the respective method. The dashed blue line in the
third panel from the top refers to the line-of-sight veloc-
ities of DM, Gaussian-smoothed at λG = 228 ckpc. This
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Figure 6. From top to bottom, baryon density fluctuations, temperature, velocity field, flux in real space and flux in redshift space along
a certain skewer. Solid green lines show results from the reference hydrodynamic simulation, solid blue lines refer to GS+FGPA, solid cyan
and dashed red lines to 3D-IMS and 1D-IMS respectively. 1D-IMS consists in matching the dimensionless line-of-sight and the PDF of the
flux in redshift space on top of the results given by 3D-IMS, so these two methods differ only for this quantity. The dashed blue line in
the third panel from top represents the Gaussian-smoothed line-of-sight velocities of dark matter. For all methods, we plotted the curves
corresponding to the optimal value of the initial smoothing scale. The skewers obtained in all cases are consistent with one another.
is the velocity field used in all approximate methods to
compute all quantities above (see appendix A).
We recall that 1D-IMS has 3D-IMS as starting point,
and differs from it for two additional transformations to
match the dimensionless 1DPS and the PDF of the flux
in redshift space with the results from the hydrodynamic
simulation. Therefore, the flux in real space, and con-
sequently baryon density fluctuations and temperature
fields, are the same as in 3D-IMS.
We can see that all methods result in skewers that
trace those of the hydrodynamic simulation very well,
and are also consistent with one another. This means
that not only is IMS able to reproduce the statistics of
the Lyα forest correctly, but it also generates reasonable
mock skewers. This did not obviously have to be the
case. For example, the method LyMAS (Peirani et al.
2014) is designed to match the 1DPS and PDF of the
flux from hydrodynamic simulations as well, but only
the more complex version of LyMAS, which involves two
additional transformations, produces reasonable-looking
skewers. In our techniques, the mappings guarantee that
both statistics and flux skewers are reproduced accu-
rately.
Furthermore, not only is the flux accurately repro-
duced, but also the other quantities plotted in Figure
6. The biggest difference between IMS methods and
GS+FGPA is that the former better reproduces high and
narrow density peaks, like the ones around 3 cMpc and
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4 cMpc in Figure 6.
Conversely, this is not always the case for smaller over-
densities, such as the one around 0.7 cMpc in Figure 6,
where IMS produces a higher density peak than in the
hydro. Note however that at this location the flux in
real space is still much more accurate with our methods,
since they are designed to match its 3D power spectrum.
Small differences in Freal can easily yield large differences
in density because of the exponential in equation (7).
Such differences persist also in temperature, which in
our context is connected to the density through a pure
power law. Flux skewers in redshift space appear to be
more similar among the various methods, since the con-
volution of real flux with the velocity field and thermal
broadening tends to smooth out the differences.
5.2. Comparison of the Methods
All methods we considered have GS+FGPA as their
starting point, with λG as a free parameter. We now
compare the flux statistics given by each method with
the ones from the hydrodynamic simulation, varying λG
in the range 0−570 ckpc, in steps of 57 ckpc. The depen-
dence on this parameter of the accuracy in reproducing
the various statistics is different for each method. It is
generally possible to identify an optimal value of λG for
a given method at matching a certain statistic, but this
may not be optimal for all flux statistics.
In the top panels of Figure 7 we compare 1DPS and
PDF of the flux in redshift space given by the hydro-
dynamic simulation (solid green line) to the approxi-
mate methods considered. Solid blue, solid cyan and
dashed red lines refer to GS+FGPA, 3D-IMS and 1D-
IMS, respectively. We plotted the curves corresponding
to λG = 228 ckpc for each method. Since 1D-IMS is
designed to match dimensionless 1DPS and PDF of the
flux, solid green and dashed red lines are indistinguish-
able. We can see that 3D-IMS reproduces well both
1DPS and PDF, whereas GS+FGPA does not recover
well the 1DPS. The lower panels make the comparison
quantitative, showing the relative error of each method
at recovering the results of the reference simulation. The
gray shaded area represents the region within which the
relative difference is smaller than the one obtained ap-
plying the FGPA to the baryon density given by the hy-
drodynamic simulation and using the smoothed DM ve-
locity field, as explained in section 3.3. We recall that
this sets the limits on the accuracy due to adopting the
DM-smoothed velocity field and neglecting the scatter in
the temperature-density relationship of the IGM.
Figure 7 then tells us that 1D-IMS is able to recover the
information lost with these approximations by construc-
tion, since it was forced to match the redshift space 1DPS
and PDF of the hydrodynamic simulation. In contrast,
the flux PDF given by 3D-IMS does not appear very
accurate, perhaps even erroneously suggesting a flaw in
the method. This is not the case, as 3D-IMS matches
the PDF of the flux in real space, whereas in the right
panel we are considering the PDF of the flux in redshift
space. Although the relative error of the 3D-IMS PDF
is as large as 30% at F = 0.2, the average accuracy is
15%. When the optimal value of λG is used for 3D-IMS
(57 ckpc), the PDF is reproduced with an average accu-
racy of 8%. The variability of the accuracy at different
flux values is not too surprising, because in the last step
of 3D-IMS we smooth the pseudo baryon density field to
remove hot pixels and this impacts the accuracy of the
corresponding flux PDF.
Figure 8 shows the 3DPS given by the simulation and
the various methods at λG = 228 ckpc, as well as the
relative error in matching this statistic. The color coding
is the same as in Figure 7. Each panel refers to a different
µ-bin of the 3DPS. In all bins, the accuracy of 3D-IMS
and 1D-IMS looks on average comparable to the limit set
by the FGPA.
In Figure 8 one can clearly see that GS+FGPA in the
top-left panel (0.0 < µ < 0.25, farthest from the line-of-
sight) does not match the hydrodynamic result as well
as in the other panels. This is due to the different ef-
fects at work at different directions from the line-of-sight.
For very transverse modes (0.0 < µ < 0.25) the behav-
ior of baryons is mostly influenced by the filtering scale.
Whereas for modes that are parallel to the line-of-sight
(0.75 < µ < 1.0) the effect of the Jeans filtering is degen-
erate with thermal broadening and redshift space distor-
tions (Rorai et al. 2013). As a result, in the bin closest
to the line-of-sight (0.75 < µ < 1.0) one can compensate
a bad choice of λG with an accurate description of the
thermal state of the IGM, whose parameters (T0 and γ)
are obtained by fitting outputs of the hydrodynamic sim-
ulation. But it is not possible to apply this correction in
the bin with modes most transverse to the line-of-sight,
where the effect of the filtering scale dominates the shape
of the 3D power. In all µ-bins, both 3D-IMS and 1D-IMS
present an accuracy between 4% and 30%, depending on
the smoothing scale considered. Furthermore, 3D-IMS is
superior to GS+FGPA to the extent that it also matches
the dimensionless 3D power spectrum of flux in real space
by construction.
Regarding 1D-IMS, it might seem puzzling that it does
not perfectly match the result of the hydrodynamic sim-
ulation in the bin closest to the line-of-sight, since 1D-
IMS is forced to reproduce the dimensionless line-of-sight
power spectrum by construction. However, the 3DPS
in the bin closest to the line-of-sight is not exactly the
1DPS. Indeed, the power spectrum in that bin consid-
ers all flux fluctuations whose wavevector forms an angle
with the line-of-sight such that its cosine is between 0.75
and 1. This is a 3D region in redshift space. In the
case of the 1DPS, the situation is much different, since
one considers flux fluctuations exclusively along the di-
rection of the line-of-sight. Therefore, the 1DPS and 3D
power for the bin closest to the line-of-sight are not ex-
actly the same, and matching the 1DPS by construction
does not guarantee a perfect match in this bin of the
3DPS. It is true, however, that the agreement should be
much better if one considers µ values progressively closer
to being parallel to the line-of-sight (µ = 1), which we
have verified directly.
5.3. Accuracy versus Smoothing Length
The best simulations reproducing BOSS/DESI-like
surveys have a mean inter-particle separation of ∼
400 ckpc. As we have already mentioned, Gaussian-
smoothing below the the inter-particle separation has a
negligible effect. Therefore, it is of great interest to test
the accuracy of GS+FGPA and our methods at different
values of the smoothing length, including λG > 300 ckpc.
For this purpose, we compute the mean and root-mean-
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Figure 7. Top panels: Line-of-sight power spectrum (left) and PDF (right) of flux, given by the reference hydrodynamic simulation (solid
green line), GS+FGPA (solid blue line), 3D-IMS (solid cyan line) and 1D-IMS (dashed red line). The results plotted refer to runs with
initial smoothing length 228 ckpc. Bottom panels: On the left, relative difference between the 1D power spectrum obtained through the
different methods tested and the one given by the hydrodynamic simulation. On the right, analogous plot for the PDF. In both panels,
the shaded area represents the region within which the relative difference is smaller than the one obtained applying a 1-to-1 temperature
density relationship to the baryon density given by the hydrodynamic simulation and using the Gaussian-smoothed line-of-sight velocities
of dark matter instead of baryons. In all panels, the dashed vertical lines delimit the dynamic range considered to compute the accuracy.
Horizontal dashed black lines mark the zero difference level and are meant to guide the eye. Our methods reproduce the line-of-sight better
than GS+FGPA. In particular, 1D-IMS matches both power spectrum and PDF by construction.
square of the accuracy for each value of λG, as explained
in section 3.3.
We show the results of our analysis for the 1DPS and
PDF in Figure 9, in the left and right panels, respectively.
The information given by Figure 7 is here condensed in
three points, one for each method, at the corresponding
value of λG. Blue squares represent the mean accuracy
of GS+FGPA and the corresponding error bars the root-
mean-square. Likewise, cyan triangles and red circles
refer to 3D-IMS and 1D-IMS, respectively. The informa-
tion encoded by the gray shaded areas in Figure 7, which
shows the limitations of the FGPA, is represented by the
green band in Figure 9. Hence, the green line shows the
mean accuracy given by the FGPA implemented as in
section 3.3 and the shaded green area delimits 1-σ devi-
ations from this mean. There is no dependence on λG in
this case, because the flux within the FGPA is computed
from the baryon density field given by the hydrodynamic
simulation and not from a Gaussian-smoothed DM den-
sity field. Figure 10 shows the results for the 3DPS, with
the same format as Figure 9. Each panel of Figure 10
refers to a different µ-bin.
As expected, Figures 9 and 10 show that GS+FGPA
is strongly dependent on λG. The optimal value appears
to be around 114 ckpc for the 1DPS and between 57 ckpc
and 114 ckpc for the PDF. Around these values, the mean
accuracy is 7% and 4% for the 1DPS and PDF, respec-
tively, as can be seen from the blue points in Figure 9.7
The trend of the accuracy of GS+FGPA in reproduc-
ing the 3DPS is similar to the one of the 1DPS (blue
squares in Figure 10). The mean accuracy achieved in
the different µ bins at the optimal scale for the 3DPS
(λG = 57ckpc) is around 4%. Remarkably, the accuracy
of GS+FGPA for all statistics approaches the limit set
by the FGPA, as long as the “correct” smoothing length
is chosen. Since the optimal scales for the statistics con-
sidered vary up to a factor of two, one should decide in
advance whether to prioritize 1DPS, 3DPS or PDF. For
λG & 171 ckpc, the accuracy of all statistics gets worse
than ∼ 20%. Moreover, the error bars are very large for
smoothing scales & 200 ckpc. As such, it can be much
worse than the mean in certain ranges of k-modes and
flux. We also note that the performance of GS+FGPA
degenerates as one moves farther from the line-of-sight,
as previously discussed in the context of Figure 8.
Even for initial smoothing lengths & 200 ckpc, 3D-IMS
results in an accuracy better than 20% for 1DPS and
7 The minimum in the accuracy of the 1DPS at λG = 0 ckpc
would suggest that the best result is obtained without smoothing
the DM density at all. If we apply no smoothing, we are actually
limited by the resolution of the simulation. In our context, the
DM was solved using a PM code on a grid with size of 28 ckpc and
that also corresponds to the inter-particle separation. The DM
density was also implicitly smoothed by the CIC kernel on that
scale, which is thus the effective smoothing length corresponding
to λG = 0. There is hence nothing peculiar about the point at
λG = 0. Furthermore, the overall accuracy corresponding to this
value is actually similar to the value obtained at λG = 57 ckpc.
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Figure 8. We show the dimensionless 3D power spectrum ∆2(k, µ) of the flux given by our reference hydrodynamic simulation (solid
green lines), by GS+FGPA (solid blue lines), 3D-IMS (solid cyan lines) and 1D-IMS (dashed red lines). The results plotted refer to runs
with initial smoothing length λG = 228 ckpc. We considered 4 bins of µ. For each one of them, there are two panels. The upper one shows
∆2(k, µ) versus k in the µ-bin considered, the lower one the relative difference between the spectra. In all panels, the dashed vertical
lines delimit the dynamic range considered to compute the accuracy. Horizontal dashed black lines mark the zero difference level and are
meant to guide the eye. Shaded areas represent the regions within which the relative difference is smaller than the one obtained applying
a 1-to-1 temperature density relationship to the baryon density given by the hydrodynamic simulation and using the Gaussian-smoothed
line-of-sight velocities of dark matter instead of baryons. Our methods perform better than GS+FGPA in all µ-bins.
PDF, as shown by the cyan triangles in Figure 9, per-
forming significantly better than the Gaussian method
for these large smoothing lengths. At smaller smoothing
lengths, 3D-IMS is basically as accurate as GS+FGPA.
The accuracy in the 1DPS is better than in the PDF.
This is not so surprising since, as we already pointed
out, we ended our iterations matching the PDF of the
flux in real space, and not redshift space, of the hydro-
dynamic simulation. Figure 10 shows that 3D-IMS does
a remarkable job of reproducing the 3DPS, with an ac-
curacy comparable to the FGPA at small λG, and still
around 7% even for initial smoothing lengths as large
as 500 ckpc. Moreover, the accuracy of 3D-IMS is only
weakly dependent on λG, and it performs much better
than GS+FGPA for large smoothing lengths.
By construction 1D-IMS matches the 1DPS and PDF
resulting in an accuracy of 0.03% independent of λG
(red circles in Figure 9). Figure 10 shows that 1D-
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Figure 9. Accuracy of the different methods tested in reproducing the flux dimensionless line-of-sight power spectrum (left panel) and
PDF (right panel) given by the reference hydrodynamic simulation, as a function of the initial smoothing length λG. Markers indicate
the mean values of the accuracy, while error bars represent the root-mean-square of the accuracy in the dynamic ranges considered. Blue
squares refer to GS+FGPA, cyan triangles to the 3D-IMS and red circles to the 1D-IMS. An offset of ±10 ckpc has been applied to 3D-
IMS and 1D-IMS markers to make the plot more readable. The horizontal green line shows the mean accuracy obtained by applying a
1-to-1 temperature-density relationship to the baryon density field and using the Gaussian-smoothed line-of-sight velocities of dark matter
baryons. The green band represents the root-mean-square of the accuracy in this case. Our methods are overall more accurate and less
dependent on the initial smoothing scale than GS+FGPA.
Figure 10. Accuracy of the different methods tested in reproducing the dimensionless 3D power spectrum ∆2(k, µ) of the flux given
by the reference hydrodynamic simulation, as a function of the initial smoothing length λG. Each panel shows the results obtained for a
different bin of µ. In all panels, markers indicate the mean values of the accuracy, while error bars represent the root-mean-square of the
accuracy in the dynamic ranges considered. Blue squares refer to GS+FGPA, cyan triangles to the 3D-IMS and red circles to the 1D-IMS.
An offset of ±10 ckpc has been applied to 3D-IMS and 1D-IMS markers to make the plot more readable. The horizontal green lines show the
mean accuracy obtained by applying a 1-to-1 temperature-density relationship to the baryon density field and using the Gaussian-smoothed
line-of-sight velocities of dark matter instead of baryons. The green bands represent the root-mean-square of the accuracy in this case. In
all µ-bins, our methods are overall more accurate and less dependent on the initial smoothing scale than GS+FGPA.
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IMS preserves 3D correlations, yielding an accuracy in
the 3DPS of 3.3% in the best case (57 ckpc in the bin
0.25 < µ < 0.5) and 27% in the worst one (570 ckpc in the
bin 0.25 < µ < 0.5). In all bins, 1D-IMS is as accurate
as Gaussian smoothing at small smoothing lengths and
it performs better than this method for λG & 142 ckpc.
The accuracy of 1D-IMS improves as the µ-bin consid-
ered approaches the line-of-sight. It performs worse than
3D-IMS in the bin closest to it (0.75 < µ < 1.0). This
is counter-intuitive, but we recall that the most paral-
lel bin takes into account correlations in a 3D region of
space and is thus conceptually distinct from the 1DPS,
which 1D-IMS matches by construction. When recov-
ering the 3DPS in the bin closest to the line-of-sight
(0.75 < µ < 1.0), it is still more important to correctly
reproduce the 3D correlations rather than the correla-
tions along the line-of-sight. This is why 3D-IMS looks
better than 1D-IMS close to the line-of-sight. Similar
to 3D-IMS, the accuracy of 1D-IMS is only weakly de-
pendent on the smoothing length, and much better than
GS+FGPA for large smoothing lengths.
Among the methods considered in this work, 1D-IMS
seems to perform the best. Indeed, it perfectly matches
the 1DPS and PDF (by construction) and reproduces
the 3DPS with a good accuracy. If one is is primar-
ily interested in the 3DPS, 3D-IMS may be more suit-
able, since it yields the best accuracy in this statistic,
although the differences with 1D-IMS are small. The
drawback of 3D-IMS is the relative inaccuracy in the
1DPS and PDF compared to 1D-IMS, which matches
these statistics by construction. The Gaussian smooth-
ing can recover all statistics as well as 3D-IMS, provided
the appropriate λG is adopted. In particular, the errors
in estimating the 3DPS in the bin farthest from the line-
of-sight (0.0 < µ < 0.25, top-left panel in Figure 10)
are larger than ∼ 20% for λG & 171 ckpc. For compar-
ison, 3D-IMS and 1D-IMS achieve .10% accuracy for
λG . 228 ckpc in the aforementioned µ-bin. This means
that our methods are able to recover information that
gets otherwise lost when performing a Gaussian smooth-
ing. They are accurate and computationally cheap ways
to reproduce the statistics of the Lyα forest, which have
promise for future modeling and data analysis.
We have applied the same analysis described so far
also to two snapshots at redshifts z = 2 and z = 4,
respectively. The accuracy of all methods are comparable
with the results obtained at z = 3, meaning that the
techniques tested are robust in the range 2 < z < 4. We
have also verified that, with 2563 resolution elements,
the accuracy of all methods is very close to the values
obtained for our reference simulation. This means that
the accuracy of the methods has converged in our study.
When applying our methods, the choice of the initial
smoothing length for the DM density is set by the inter-
particle separation of the simulation adopted. If this
is smaller than the optimal smoothing length, then one
should smooth the DM density at the optimal λG. Other-
wise, the best one can do is adopting a smoothing length
of the order of the inter-particle separation. In any case,
the smoothing scale for the DM line-of-sight velocities
can be larger than the value adopted for the DM density.
Indeed, the velocity field itself is smooth in voids (van
de Weygaert & van Kampen 1993; Aragon-Calvo & Sza-
lay 2013) and these are the most relevant regions for our
study, as the exponentiation in equation (7) suppresses
large overdensities. In our analysis, we kept the smooth-
ing length for the DM velocity field fixed to 228 ckpc,
which is the value that yields the best overall accuracy in
reproducing the flux statistics considered (see appendix
A). In this way, we focused on the impact of the initial
smoothing of the DM density field on the accuracy of the
methods. Due to our choice of optimizing the smooth-
ing length of the DM velocity field, the errors quoted
for the different methods are minimized. However, even
if we did not use the optimal λG for the velocity, the
trend of the accuracy versus the smoothing length of the
DM density field would be unaffected, as well as the the
rank ordering of the accuracy of the various techniques
investigated (see appendix A for a detailed discussion).
6. LARGE-VOLUME COLLISIONLESS SIMULATION
We want to check if our methods still perform well
when applied to an actual N-body run, with a larger box
than our calibrating hydrodynamic simulation. In fact,
in the previous sections we have validated our methods
extracting all relevant fields from the same hydrodynamic
simulation. However, the purpose of approximate meth-
ods is avoiding expensive hydrodynamic simulations. In
practice, one would assume a certain model for the flux
statistics and apply our techniques to a large-box low-
resolution DM-only run. In this way, one would be able
to probe large scales and at the same time accurately
describe the small-scale physics thanks to our iterative
procedure.
We consider the snapshot at redshift z = 3 of a Gadget
DM-only run with a box size of 114 cMpc and 5123 parti-
cles. We CIC-bin the particle positions and velocities on
a grid with 5123 elements, to get the density and velocity
fields. To mock baryonic pressure, we smooth both fields
with a length scale of λG = 228 ckpc, very close to the
cell size (223 ckpc). This is the smallest smoothing length
one can choose to have a non-negligible effect on the den-
sity and velocity fields. 8 We then apply GS+FGPA in
§ 3.1.
To apply 3D-IMS, we need an input model for the 3D
power spectrum and PDF of the flux in real space. These
statistics are computed from the flux in real space given
by our hydrodynamic simulation. However, its box size
is smaller than the one of the N-body simulation. This
does not affect the computation of the PDF, but it poses
some problems with the 3D power spectrum, as the hy-
drodynamic simulation lacks the large modes which are
present in the DM-only simulation. To generalize the
3D-IMS method, we construct the transfer function de-
fined in equation (10) as follows. First of all, we fit the
3D power spectrum of the flux in real space given by
the hydrodynamic simulation with the formula provided
by Kulkarni et al. (2015). Then, at every iteration of
3D-IMS, we define the transfer function applying equa-
tion (10) for k-modes larger than the fundamental mode
kHYDROf of the hydrodynamic simulation. For the modes
smaller than kHYDROf we set the transfer function to a
constant, equal to the value assumed at kHYDROf . In this
8 The smoothing scale adopted here is also very close to the
optimal value for the velocity field determined when validating our
method with the smaller hydrodynamic simulation (see appendix
A).
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Figure 11. Sample of five flux skewers obtained through different methods: L80N4096 hydrodynamic simulation with box size 114 cMpc
and 40963 resolution elements (solid green line), which we assume to be the “truth”, GS+FGPA with smoothing length 228 cMpc (solid
blue line) and 3D-IMS (solid cyan line). The skewers obtained through all methods are consistent with one another.
way, we have a continuous transfer function, which sim-
ply rescales by a constant the large-scale modes probed
only by the DM-only simulation. This guarantees that
any peculiar large-scale feature in the DM-only simula-
tion (e.g. BAO signal), will not be affected.
Modeling the 1DPS of the flux in redshift space
presents similar issues. Once again, one should come
up with a method to estimate the large-scale Fourier
modes without actually running a calibrating large-box
hydrodynamic simulation. It would then be desirable to
adopt an approach analogous to the one described for the
3D power spectrum of the real flux field. Unfortunately,
there is no simple fitting function available for the 1DPS
of the flux in redshift space which would grant the high
level of accuracy we are aiming for. Therefore, we are
not applying 1D-IMS to the DM-only simulation. Nev-
ertheless, following Kulkarni et al. (2015), future work
may provide a fitting function for the flux 1DPS as well.
To assess the accuracy of the various techniques in this
test, we shall compare the results of each method with
the flux statistics obtained from a Nyx hydrodynamic
run with a box size of 114 cMpc and 40963 resolution el-
ements, which we assume to be the “truth”. This simu-
lation, to which we shall refer as “L80N4096”, covers the
largest modes present in the DM-only simulation and, at
the same time, has the same resolution limit (∼ 28 ckpc)
as the small calibrating hydrodynamic simulation, thus
resolving the Jeans scale.
In Figure 11 we show a sample of five skewers extracted
from the hydrodynamic simulation (solid green line) and
obtained through GS+FGPA and 3D-IMS (solid blue
and cyan lines, respectively). By visual inspection, all
skewers look consistent with one another.
In the upper-left panel of Figure 12 we show the 1DPS
of the flux given by the hydrodynamic simulation (solid
green line) and obtained applying GS+FGPA and 3D-
IMS to the DM-only run (solid blue and cyan lines, re-
spectively). In the lower-left panel, we plot the relative
difference of the flux 1DPS obtained in each case, with
respect to the results of L80N4096. In the right pan-
els, we show analogous plots for the flux PDF, following
the same color coding. Applying the same analysis out-
lined in previous sections, we find out that the average
and root-mean-square of the accuracy with which the
flux 1DPS is recovered are 41% (10%) and 18% (4%) for
GS+FGPA (3D-IMS), respectively. Thus, GS+FGPA is
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Figure 12. Flux line-of-sight power spectrum (left) and PDF (right) given by L80N4096 hydrodynamic simulation (solid green line),
assumed to be the “truth”, and obtained applying GS+FGPA (solid blue line) and 3D-IMS (solid cyan line) to the DM-only simulation.
In all panels, the dashed vertical lines delimit the dynamic range considered to compute the accuracy. All results plotted refer to runs with
initial smoothing length 228 ckpc. This is the smallest smoothing allowed by the resolution of the simulation, so the Gaussian smoothing
is already optimized. Nevertheless, it is very inaccurate in recovering the line-of-sight power spectrum, meaning that 3D-IMS is certainly
superior.
not accurate at all in this context. This fact should be
born in mind when dealing with low-resolution DM-only
simulation with ∼ 100 cMpc boxes. On the contrary, the
accuracy is dramatically improved by 3D-IMS. For the
PDF, the mean accuracy and its root-mean-square are
18% (13%) and 10% (6%) for GS+FGPA (3D-IMS), re-
spectively. Therefore, also this statistics is better repro-
duced by 3D-IMS. We note that the precision achieved
for the flux 1DPS and PDF is of the same order of what
we obtained when we extracted the DM density field from
the same hydrodynamic simulation used for the calibra-
tion.
In Figure 13 we plot the 3DPS of the flux given by the
hydrodynamic simulation and obtained with GS+FGPA
and 3D-IMS, applied to the DM-only simulation. The
color coding is the same as in Figure 12. The differ-
ent panels show the 3DPS in four evenly spaced µ-bins.
We recall that the bin 0.0 < µ < 0.25 corresponds to
modes farther from the line-of-sight, whereas the bin
0.75 < µ < 1.0 is the closest to it. Below the plots
obtained for each bin, we show the relative difference of
the results of each method with respect to the ones given
by L80N4096. Once again, we applied the same analysis
technique adopted throughout this work, obtaining that
the mean accuracy of 3D-IMS is ∼10% in all µ-bins. On
the contrary, the accuracy of GS+FGPA is strongly de-
pendent on the µ-bin considered. The accuracy is 10% in
the µ-bin farthest from the line-of-sight, degrading up to
58% in the bin closest to it. These results are consistent
to the findings presented in the previous sections.
The accuracy of 3D-IMS in reproducing the 1DPS,
3DPS and PDF of the flux in redshift space is higher than
in the case of GS+FGPA. The accuracy is comparable to
the results obtained when applying 3D-IMS to the DM
field extracted from our reference simulation. To probe
the limitations of our technique, we applied the analysis
explained in the present section also to the 2563 Gadget
run, adopting the same calibrating simulation. We ver-
ified that the ratio of the accuracy of the two methods
does not change significantly. In conclusion, our method
is solid when applied to a large-box low-resolution DM-
only simulation. This achievement makes our method
attractive for studies requiring both large volumes and
high resolution simulations, for which running hydrody-
namic simulations is not a viable option. One example
is modeling the signature of the BAO on the Lyα forest
flux power spectrum.
The results presented in this section clearly show that
GS+FGPA can yield a very poor accuracy with respect
to what would be obtained through a hydrodynamic sim-
ulation. Any result claimed after applying this technique
should then be considered carefully. Future works mak-
ing use of GS+FGPA should refer to Figures 9 and 10 to
assess the error intrinsic in the method adopted.
1D-IMS has not been validated for a large-box DM-
only run because of the lack of a recipe to model the
flux 1DPS (e.g. an analytic fitting formula), extending
it to large scales. Though, we are confident that in fu-
ture work such fitting procedure could be provided. If
such technique becomes available, we do not expect that
1D-IMS will fail the test presented in this section. In-
deed, 1D-IMS and 3D-IMS are both grounded on the It-
eratively Matched Statistics technique. We proved that
3D-IMS is accurate when applied to a large-box DM-only
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Figure 13. Dimensionless 3D power spectrum ∆2(k, µ) of the flux given by L80N4096 hydrodynamic simulation (solid green lines),
assumed to be the “truth”, and obtained applying GS+FGPA (solid blue lines) and 3D-IMS (solid cyan lines) to the DM-only simulation.
The results plotted refer to runs with initial smoothing length λG = 228 ckpc. We considered 4 bins of µ. Each panel shows ∆
2(k, µ)
versus k in the µ-bin considered. In all panels, the dashed vertical lines delimit the dynamic range considered to compute the accuracy.
Whereas 3D-IMS is accurate and its performance does not depend strongly on the µ-bin considered, GS+FGPA fails at reproducing the
true ∆2(k, µ) in the µ-bins closer to the line-of-sight (0.0 < µ < 0.25 and 0.25 < µ < 0.5).
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run, so this is encouraging for 1D-IMS as well.
7. COMPARISON TO PREVIOUS WORKS
With our analysis technique, we defined a criterion to
assess the accuracy in reproducing 1DPS, PDF and 3DPS
of flux skewers, which we wish will be used also by other
authors in the future. This would make the comparison
with upcoming works more direct and straightforward.
It is of course interesting to compare our results with
previous work. We do that at the best of our possibilities,
since the statistics discussed in the relevant literature
are not always the same as the ones considered by us.
Furthermore, it is the first time that the performances of
approximate methods in reproducing the 3DPS of flux
are quantified.
Gnedin & Hui (1998) proposed hydro-particle mesh
(HPM), a method to describe baryonic pressure as a
modification of the gravitational potential in collision-
less simulations. They compare the results of their own
technique with two reference hydrodynamic simulations.
After computing 300 flux skewers at z = 3, they found
out that the mean error on the fractional flux decrement
is smaller than 10% in the whole dynamic range. They
do not consider other statistics of the flux, but they show
that the accuracy in reproducing the column density dis-
tribution is around 13%. They claim that HPM would
be suitable when an accuracy of 10-15% is needed in the
modeling. Both our methods and GS+FGPA (with ap-
propriate smoothing length) result in higher accuracy.
Meiksin & White (2001) also used the HPM technique
to compute the flux field. In addition, they considered
an N -body particle mesh code, from which they com-
puted the flux using GS+FGPA. They show that the
two methods yield the same cumulative distribution of
the flux within ∼10% accuracy, for four different cosmo-
logical models. The cumulative distributions of column
density and Doppler parameter differ up to ∼ 10% and
∼ 20%, respectively. Although we consider the PDF and
not the cumulative PDF of the flux, their findings agree
with our results for the PDF given by GS+FGPA.
Viel et al. (2002) tested GS+FGPA against a smoothed
particle hydrodynamic simulation. Furthermore, they
developed a hydro-calibrated approximate method to
predict the Lyα forest, based on an adaptive filtering
scale for the DM density. Although the accuracy of these
techniques in recovering the logarithm of the flux PDF
given by the hydrodynamic simulation is not quantified,
it can be inferred from their plots that GS+FGPA re-
covers such statistics on average better than 10%, even
though the agreement looks worse in certain regions of
flux (e.g. around 0.2 or 0.8). The PDF is reproduced
much better by the hydro-calibrated method. Its ac-
curacy can be estimated through eye-balling to be at
percent level. It would then mean that 3D-IMS is com-
parable to the method provided by Viel et al. (2002), as
far as the flux PDF is concerned. 1D-IMS still performs
much better, matching this statistics by construction.
LyMAS method (Peirani et al. 2014) also matches the
flux PDF by construction. In its simplest version, this
method consists of two hydro-calibrated transformations
of the matter density field. Qualitatively, it can be
seen that the method reproduces well the 1DPS given
by the reference hydrodynamic simulation, except for
k & 1.5 /cMpc. However, LyMAS can be extended with
two further transformations of the flux field (LyMAS full
scheme). In this way, the accuracy of the 1DPS is dra-
matically improved, although this was not quantified in
Peirani et al. (2014). Flux skewers appear reasonable
only in the full scheme, while in the simplest incarnation
they are quite noisy.
Comparing LyMAS to our methods, it certainly does
better than 3D-IMS at reproducing the PDF. In this re-
spect, it is as good as 1D-IMS, since both match the
flux PDF by construction. It also looks like LyMAS re-
covers the 1DPS given by the hydrodynamic simulation
to a very high accuracy. Likewise, 1D-IMS reproduces
the 1DPS almost perfectly and accurately reproduces the
3DPS as well. Furthermore, both 3D-IMS and 1D-IMS
provide good-looking skewers applying simple transfor-
mations. The LyMAS methodology may be improved by
also using the velocity field of the N-body run, which is
currently being neglected.
An important feature of 3D-IMS is that it matches the
flux provided by the hydrodynamic simulation in real
space. This sets the correct filtering scale, allowing us
to explore many values of T0 and γ when computing the
redshift-space flux. On the contrary, LyMAS connects
the dark matter density directly with the redshift-space
flux, so each choice of (T0, γ, λG) requires an additional
hydrodynamic simulation. Therefore, in this regard, 3D-
IMS appears to be more flexible than LyMAS.
Recently, Lochhaas et al. (2015) used LyMAS to pre-
dict the cross-correlation between DM halos and Lyα
forest flux, and compared it to quasars-damped Lyα sys-
tems cross-correlation measurements from BOSS (Font-
Ribera et al. 2012, 2013). From the plots presented, one
can tell that the DM halos-Lyα forest cross-correlation
given by LyMAS reproduces very well the results of
their calibrating hydrodynamic simulation (Horizon-
AGN; Dubois et al. 2014). However, other statistics rel-
evant for our work, like the 1DPS, are not computed.
8. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we investigated approximate methods to
obtain statistical properties of Lyα forest from N-body
simulations. We focus our attention on the PDF, 1DPS
and 3DPS of the flux field, comparing results of approx-
imate methods with a reference hydrodynamic simula-
tion.
We studied the limitations of the FGPA, which is
the basis of many approximate methods. The primary
sources of error are the differences between DM and
baryon velocity fields and, to a smaller degree, the im-
pact of scatter in the temperature-density relationship
of the IGM. The accuracy of the FGPA in reproduc-
ing the 1DPS and PDF is around 2%, and around 5%
for the 3DPS. We also assessed the accuracy of the
widely used Gaussian smoothing technique, combined
with the FGPA (GS+FGPA). This method consists in
mocking the baryon density by smoothing the matter
density with a Gaussian kernel. Such field is then used
to compute the flux within the FGPA. The accuracy
at which the statistics of the flux given by the refer-
ence hydrodynamic simulation is reproduced varies a
lot with the choice of the smoothing scale λG. We ex-
plored a wide range of smoothing lengths and found out
that the best accuracy achieved for 1DPS and 3DPS is
∼ 7% and ∼ 5%, respectively (at λG = 57 ckpc), and
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∼ 4% (λG = 114 ckpc) for the PDF. For smoothing
scales & 171 ckpc the mean accuracy is worse than 20%.
This dependence of GS+FGPA on the smoothing scale
is rather unfortunate, as the “optimal” smoothing scale
is guaranteed to differ for models with different thermal
IGM history. As one does not know a priori this op-
timal value, in practice it means that works using any
particular smoothing scale will have error varying in an
uncontrolled manner.
To remedy these problems, we have developed two new
methods, 3D-IMS and 1D-IMS, based on the idea of Iter-
atively Matched Statistics (IMS). Their starting point is
also Gaussian-smoothing the matter density on a certain
scale, which corresponds to the mean interparticle spac-
ing of the simulation considered. In 3D-IMS, smooth-
ing is followed by matching the 3D power spectrum and
PDF of the flux in real space to the reference hydrody-
namic simulation. With 1D-IMS, we additionally match
the 1DPS and PDF of the flux in redshift space. In
contrast to GS+FGPA, 3D-IMS is much less dependent
on the initial smoothing length. It reproduces the 3D
power spectrum of the flux in redshift space as accurate
as GS+FGPA when smoothing scales are small, but per-
forms significantly better for large smoothing scales, with
an accuracy of ∼ 7% even for smoothing scales as large
as ∼ 500 ckpc. This is a very important property, as
it brings significantly more accurate models of the Lyα
forest statistics in large-volume simulations where the
mean interparticle spacing has to be large due to com-
putational constrains. The 1D-IMS method matches flux
1DPS and PDF by construction. It still performs equally
well, or better than GS+FGPA in reproducing the 3DPS
(∼5%). It is not necessary to use both methods; one can
use 3D-IMS only, reproducing the flux 3D power spec-
trum accurately, at the expense of a lower accuracy for
1DPS and PDF.
These assessments stand for modeling the Lyα forest
even in high resolution N-body simulations, but are es-
pecially prominent when large-volume (thus coarse res-
olution) N-body simulations are used. We have showed
that IMS approximate methods significantly outperform
GS+FGPA in such case. Indeed, through the itera-
tive procedure, our method correctly recovers small-scale
physics which is otherwise not present in low-resolution
simulations. In particular, 3D-IMS improves the ac-
curacy in the 1DPS by a factor of 4 with respect to
GS+FGPA. In addition, 3D-IMS appears more robust
and easy to implement, constituting an improvement
over previous techniques.
8.1. Perspectives
Our methods have applicability in any context where
large-box simulations are needed. The high accuracy of
3D-IMS and 1D-IMS at large smoothing lengths demon-
strates that the hydro-calibrated mappings are able to
“paste” information about the small-scale physics of the
IGM not present in a large volume simulation, without
compromising large-scale statistics. To be quantitative,
at λG = 228 ckpc 1D-IMS matches perfectly the flux
1DPS and PDF of the reference hydrodynamic simula-
tion and recovers the 3DPS within 7% accuracy. Since
in any realistic situation λG has to be at least as large
as the inter-particle separation, it means that one would
achieve the aforementioned accuracy applying 1D-IMS
to a collisionless simulation with a trillion particles in a
∼ 2.5 cGpc box. This size is large enough to comfort-
ably study the signature of the BAO signal in the Lyα
forest. As a reference, in context of BOSS survey White
et al. (2010) ran a suite of N-body simulations with a
box size of 1.02 cGpc and 40003 particles (inter-particle
separation 260 ckpc), applying the Gaussian-smoothing
technique. Currently, the state of the art for N-body
simulations is represented by the “Outer Rim” (box size
4.3 cGpc, 102403 particles; Habib et al. 2012, 2013) and
“Dark Sky” (box size 11.5 cGpc, 102403 particles; Skill-
man et al. 2014) simulations.
The BAO signal can be modulated by UV back-
ground fluctuations, which are coupled to fluctuations
in the mean free path of ionizing photons on large scales
(Pontzen 2014; Gontcho A Gontcho et al. 2014). For
a proper modeling, one needs a simulation with a box
size much larger than the mean free path (Davies &
Furlanetto 2015), which is of order the BAO scale at
z ∼ 2.5 (Worseck et al. 2014 and references therein).
Therefore, one would have to run radiative transfer sim-
ulations with box sizes of the order of 1 cGpc — far
beyond current computational capabilities. The high
quasar density in the BOSS survey allows measuring the
3D power spectrum, which can be exploited to improve
cosmological constrains and/or constrain IGM thermal
properties (McQuinn et al. 2011; McQuinn & White
2011). Finally, our technique could help in modeling the
cross-correlation between Lyα forest and HI 21 cm signal
(Guha Sarkar & Datta 2015), as well as between CMB
lensing and Lyα forest (Vallinotto et al. 2009, 2011).
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APPENDIX
A. OPTIMAL SMOOTHING LENGTH FOR VELOCITY
The baryon density field can be mocked through a Gaussian smoothing of the DM density field. Also the velocity
field of DM should be smoothed accordingly to reproduce the velocity field of baryons. In principle, there might be two
different optimal values of λG for density and velocity, so one should vary λG for both quantities and explore all possible
combinations within the dynamic range considered. However, this extensive study can be quite time consuming and
is probably not the most efficient way to proceed. In all techniques tested, we shall vary λG for the density, keeping it
fixed for the velocity. We determine the optimal fixed smoothing length for the velocity field as follows. We apply the
FGPA (equations (6) and(1)) using the baryon density fluctuations given by our reference hydrodynamic simulation,
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but smoothing the DM velocity field from the same simulation at different values of λG. We then choose the smoothing
length best matching the flux 1DPS, PDF and 3DPS given by the hydrodynamic simulation.
The outcome of our analysis can be seen in Figure 14. In the left panel, we plot the accuracy in reproducing the
1DPS of the hydrodynamic simulation, versus the smoothing length. The right panel displays the analogous plot for
the PDF. We notice that the smoothing of the velocities has a strong impact on the 1DPS, the optimal value being
171 ckpc, for which the mean accuracy is ∼1%. The PDF is less sensitive to the smoothing length for λG & 285 ckpc.
In Figure 15 we show the results for the 3DPS. We see that the impact of the smoothing length is more important for
larger µ, whereas λG . 228 ckpc yield a better accuracy with respect to λG & 228ckpc. Given the different trends of
the 1DPS, 3DPS and PDF accuracy, there is no unique optimal value of λG to maximize the accuracy in all statistics,
so we have to make a compromise. We chose λG = 228 ckpc/h, for which the accuracy of both PS and PDF is ∼2%
and the accuracy of the 3DPS is between 3% and 5%, depending on the µ-bin considered. We kept this value fixed in
all our work.
Our choice of optimizing the smoothing length of the velocity allows us to focus our analysis on the impact of the
smoothing length of the density field on the accuracy of our methods (see section 5.2 for details). As a consequence,
the errors quoted for the techniques considered are minimized. Indeed, when we show the error for λG < 228 ckpc in
the density field we are still smoothing the velocity at 228 ckpc. We recall that the smoothing length has to be at least
as large as the inter-particle separation of the simulation adopted. If such separation is 228 ckpc, one can smooth the
velocity field at this value and still adopted a larger λG for the DM density. Conversely, if the inter-particle separation
is smaller than 228 ckpc, one can smooth the DM density choosing λG to be equal to such separation. One can still
smooth the velocity field at 228 ckpc, without losing much information. Indeed, the velocity field in voids (which are
the most important regions in terms of the flux statistics due to the exponentiation of equation (7)) is very smooth
for very different cosmological models (van de Weygaert & van Kampen 1993; Aragon-Calvo & Szalay 2013). As such,
there is no conspicuous small-scale structure in the velocity field (see also Figure 2), which is thus less affected by the
smoothing than the DM density field. So, it is sensible to consider a fixed smoothing length for the velocity field but
varying it for the DM density.
To get a sense of the accuracy obtained with a certain method adopting a different smoothing length for the velocity
field, one can sum in quadrature of the errors reported in Figure 9 and 10 with the errors shown in the corresponding
plots in this section, i.e. Figure 14 and 15. Doing so, the mean accuracy of our methods would decrease, but the
trend of the accuracy versus the smoothing length would be unaffected. In particular, except for the bin along the
line-of-sight of the 3DPS, GS+FGPA would still look worse than our methods.
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Figure 14. Left panel shows the relative error between the dimensionless line-of-sight power spectrum of the flux given by the reference
hydrodynamic simulation and of the flux computed by applying a 1-to-1 temperature-density relationship to the baryon density field and
using the Gaussian-smoothed line-of-sight velocities of dark matter instead of baryons, as a function of different smoothing lengths of the
DM velocity field. Squares mark the mean values of the accuracy, while error bars represent the root-mean-square of the accuracy in the
dynamic ranges considered. The plot in the right panel is analogous, but it refers to the accuracy in reproducing the PDF of the flux in
redshift space.
Figure 15. Relative error between the dimensionless 3D power spectrum ∆2(k, µ) of the flux given by the reference hydrodynamic
simulation and of the flux computed by applying a 1-to-1 temperature-density relationship to the baryon density field and using the
Gaussian-smoothed line-of-sight velocities of dark matter instead of baryons, as a function of different smoothing lengths of the DM
velocity field. Squares mark the mean values of the accuracy, while error bars represent the root-mean-square of the accuracy in the
dynamic ranges considered. Each panel refers to a different µ-bin.
